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Abstract. Submitted article describes an application
of microcontroller PIC18F46K22 for generating DTMF
(Dual Tone Multi-Frequency) signal. Used microcon-
troller is optimal for this application - it has timers with
compare facilities, sufficient number of PWMs, power-
ful instruction set (extended - in comparison to classic
PIC16xxx microcontrollers), etc. problematic of arti-
cle relates to more branches - electronics, filters, signal
generators, microcontrollers, telecommunications, pro-
gramming. An important purpose was to create an ex-
perimental platform based on powerful microcontroller
enabling implementation additional functions. There
are together three different solutions of DTMF gener-
ating are described in article, they are compared as to
the demands on external hardware and machine time
of microcontroller. The first solution is based on si-
nus table, truncated onto 32 values. This solution uses
8-bit PORTD for value intended to external D/A con-
verter. The second one solution exploits compare fa-
cilities of PIC18F46K22, only two pins of microcon-
troller are needed for described application. And the
third solution is similar to the second, difference con-
sists in exploiting of PWM microcontroller hardware.
Presented solutions were created in context of works
on dotation program “Support of Science and Research
in Moravia-Silesia Region”.
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1. Introduction
A technical task generating of DTMF signal was surely
realized on many families of microcontrollers [8], in the
family PIC18 it is innovative. This article presents
three solutions how to solve DTMF generator with the
PIC18F46K22 microcontroller:
• Generating DTMF signal with using sinus table.
• Generating two discrete signals using two 16-bit
timers having compared facilities.
• Generating two discrete signals using two PWMs.
Generally known assignment of frequencies to a key-
board is in Fig. 1. DTMF signal is generated only
Fig. 1: Keyboard, row and column frequencies.
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if some key is pressed, and this signal is summation
of appropriate row frequency and column frequency
[6], [7]. So for example if key “7” is pressed then si-
nus 852 Hz is summed with sinus 1209 Hz, their sum
is DTMF signal.
There are also adequate 4-bits combinations on ev-
ery key in Fig. 1. For example button “7” has adequate
combination 0111. These 4-bit combinations are cre-
ated by a DTMF decoder, if it is connected to DTMF
signal, and if DTMF signal has regular shape. Con-
cretely DTMF decoder of type MT8870DE (Zarlink
Semiconductor) was used. Specialized DTMF gener-
ators (e.g. MV5089, Zarlink) are produced, but main
motivation for mentioned three microcontroller solu-
tions was to explore the PIC18F46K22 facilities for
creating DTMF signal and its rest compute power for
intended more functions.
2. Generating DTMF Signal
Using Sinus Table
This solution uses crystal 18.432 MHz and internal
PLL, so final internal frequency is
4 · 18.432 = 73.728 MHz, and machine cycle Tmc is
54.3 ns [1]. All 32 values of sinus function are con-
tained in field “s” (values: 7F. . .middle, FFh. . . high
peak, 00h. . . down peak), see Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Approximation of sinus function by 32 values.
The period of sinus function is divided into 32 el-
ements and appropriate time interval is measured by
appropriate timer. Let us take for example pressing
of key “7”. Row frequency is 852 Hz [7], period is
Tr = 1/852 = 1174 µs. Then element Tr/32 = 36.7 µs.
For this element Tr/32 measuring is used Timer1 (16
bit length), it must overflow every 36.7 µs and its ap-
propriate pre-set is:
pr = 2
16 −
Tr
32
Tmc
= 64859.9 = FD5Chex. (1)
Column frequency for key “7” is fc = 1209 Hz [7],
for measuring appropriate Tc/32 is used Timer3, its
pre-set proceeds 65059.6 = FE24hex. Now sinus ta-
ble is present in RAM only once – as field s[]. So for
work with field s[] must be used two indexes, for row
frequency it is index “ri”, for column frequency index
“ci”. If some time element Tr/32 or Tc/32 has elapsed,
then interrupt service routine is invoked and new
actual value of sum row sinus and column sinus is calcu-
lated, see Fig. 3. time moment tm. Because both sinus
signals are realized in 8 bits (range 00hex to FFhex),
and used PORTD is also of 8 bit length and so it can
overflow. Maximal value of sum is FF + FF = 1FE
(510dec). For this reason result of sum is contained
in 16-bit variable “vuint”, that is rounded and then
divided by 2. So in final LSB contains value of sum
(i.e. DTMF signal), MSB has value 0. This low byte is
sent through PORTD to external D/A converter, resis-
tance ladder R-2R is used [3]. Proper part of interrupt
service routine follows:
Algorithm 1
Require: rem “rs”, “cs” were actualized in main(), for
example. They have actual values rs = s[9] and cs
= s[29].
1: vuint = rs + cs;
//adding row_sinus+ column_sinus;
2: ++vuint; //rounding
3: vuint »= 1; //dividing by 2
4: PORTD = vuint; //writing to PORTD
Designer working with this system has chance for
experiments how to filter signal, if filter is realized by
Sallen–Key low pass filter. For this low pass filter valid
formulas [3]:
R1,2 =
a1C2 ±
√
a21C
2
2 − 4b1C1C2
4pifcC1C2
. (2)
For considered filter parameters a1, b1 have values
[3]:
a1 =
√
2 = 1.414; b1 = 1. (3)
Capacitors C1, C2 are coupled with parameters a1,
b1 by condition :
C2
C1
>
4b1
a21
i.e. in our case
C2
C1
> 2. (4)
There are voted these values in described applica-
tion: C1 = 1 nF, C2 = 10 nF, fc = 2000 Hz. Now we
can calculate resistors R1, R2 using formula Eq. (2), it
leads to values R1 = 106.6 kΩ, R2 = 5.9 kΩ. There is
all the electrical scheme of this solution in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3: Adding of row and column sinus.
Fig. 4: Electrical scheme of solution using sinus table.
3. Generating DTMF Signal
Using Compare Facilities of
Timers
Idea of this solution is consequential. Not sinus, but
only rectangle signal having proper period will be gen-
erated in digital output pin RC2 for row signal [6].
Analogously on other output pin RB5 will be gener-
ated rectangle signal for column signal. An operat-
ing amplifier adds these two signals, and this signal is
connected to input of low pass filter. There is used
identical low pass filter that was described in chap-
ter 2. here. Counters/Timers CT1 and CT3 (both
16-bit) contained in PIC18F46K22 have compare facil-
ities [1]. It means, that at moment of identity with
predefined level an interrupt can be invoked and some
output pin is set or reset (if it was configured). CT1
affects output pin RC2, CT3 affects pin RB5. Unfor-
tunately toggle output pin facility is not implemented
in PIC18F46K22, only setting or resetting. Control
bit determining this facility is b0 in SFR CCP1CON
for CT1 (and b0 in SFR CCP3CON for CT3). Value
b0 = 0 means setting output pin, value 1 means re-
setting. So if just identity of timer with some level is
detected, then output pin is actualized and interrupt
service routine is invoked. In this routine is just the
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right moment for inverting control bit b0 – so in future
identity an opposite value of output pin will be cre-
ated. There is also actualized (incremented) level in
interrupt service routine. It is clear, that time differ-
ence between edges must have T/2 value. Situation is
shown in Fig. 5. Timer CT1 (ev. CT3) is incremented
about 1 periodically in every machine cycle. The ma-
chine cycle in PIC18F46K22 is equal to four periods of
oscillator. The oscillator works with frequency FOSC,
in described application it is 18432 kHz. So all these
facts lead to values of increments for levels [5]:
Algorithm 2 # define FOSC 18432000
1: unsigned int increments_CT1[]=
{ (0.5·1.0/697.0)/(4.0/FOSC),
(0.5·1.0/770.0)/(4.0/FOSC),
(0.5·1.0/852.0)/(4.0/FOSC),
(0.5·1.0/941.0)/(4.0/FOSC) }
Shown values serves for CT1, it is generating digi-
tal row signal Ur. Analogical values serves for CT3,
that is generating digital column signal Uc. Let us
explain matter on CT1 and signal Ur. Decisive is
moment, when CT1 reaches of compare level (com-
pare level is present in compare registers CCPR1H,
CCPR1L). At this moment output pin RC2 automat-
ically takes value determined by control bit (bit b0 of
register CCP1CON). Also an interrupt service routine
is invoked automatically, there is its body:
Algorithm 3 Interrupt service routine.
1: if(CCP1IF&&CCP1IE)
2: {CCP1IF=0; //clearing of interrupt flag bit.
//actualization of compare level_CT1.
3: level_CT1 ± increment_CT1;
//copy of 16-bit var. “level_CT1” to compare reg-
isters.
4: CCPR1H = ((unsigned char∗)(&level_CT1))[1];
5: CCPR1L = ((unsigned char∗)(&level_CT1))[0];
//inverting of control bit, for opposite value in fu-
ture.
6: CCP1CON = 0b00000001;}
Compare level is actualized (incremented) about in-
crement_CT1. It is clear, that “increment_CT1” has
some value from field “increments_CT1”, mentioned
above. Then the control bit must be inverted, for
reaching an opposite value of output pin RC2 in fu-
ture moment of equality.
Operating amplifier OA1a is in known summing con-
nection [4], its input signals are Ur, Uc and –15 V.
Summator’s output Us is determined by next for-
mula [4]:
Us = −0.5Ur − 0.5Uc + 2.5. (5)
Fig. 5: Using timer CT1 having compare facilities.
Proper signals are drawn in next figure. Filter pro-
duces output signal Uf (i.e. DTMF signal) that is con-
nected to DTMF decoder MT8870DE. If DTMF signal
Uf is generated properly, then the MT8870DE creates
4-bit information in pins Q3–Q0, that is adequate to
pressed button on keyboard, concrete values see Fig. 1.
To pins Q3–Q0 can be connected LEDs for visual con-
trol. Described solutions using compare facilities needs
much less machine time than the first solution.
Fig. 6: Electrical scheme for solution using compare facilities of
CT1, CT3, ev. using PWMs.
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Fig. 7: Electrical signals of circuit drawn in Fig. 6.
4. Generating DTMF Signal
Using PWM Outputs
This solution needs practically no machine time for
generating DTMF signal, generating is automatic.
External hardware is total the same, shown in Fig. 6,
also electrical signals (Fig. 7) are identical. The dif-
ference consists inside the microcontroller – its PWM
hardware is used [1], [2], [6]. The PIC18F46K22 has 5
PWMs, there are used PWM1 (output pin RC2) and
PWM3 (output pin RB5) in my application. Period of
PWM is specified in [1] by formula:
Period = (PR2 + 1) · 4TOSC · PV, (6)
where PR2 is period register 2, TOSC is period of os-
cillator (i.e. 1/fOSC) and PV is dividing factor of
prescaler. From formula Eq. (6) we can determine for-
mula for period register PR2:
PR2 =
Period
4TOSC · PV − 1. (7)
Duty (filling by H) is determined by value of register
CCPR1L. Let us demonstrate it on example row sinus
signal. The PWM1 uses a Timer2. A part of program
definitions PR2_xxxHz dealing with values of periods
(values for period register) and duty 50 % of PWM1:
Algorithm 4
1: FOSC 18432000.0
2: PV 16.0, Timer2_Prescale_Value.
3: PR2_697Hz (1.0/697.0)/(PV·(4.0/FOSC))-1.0;
4: PR2_770Hz (1.0/770.0)/(PV·(4.0/FOSC))-1.0;
5: PR2_852Hz (1.0/852.0)/(PV·(4.0/FOSC))-1.0;
6: PR2_941Hz (1.0/941.0)/(PV·(4.0/FOSC))-1.0;
7: duty_50 percent 0x80; value for SFR CCPR1L
rem – shortened, in real C-language program these
lines are by definitions. Analogical values are used for
column signal (PWM3 using Timer4). In this third
variation on theme “generator of DTMF signal” pro-
cessor has plenty of time for other tasks. As to the
DTMF processor must only read keys of keyboard, and
(if some key is pressed) to rewrite proper period regis-
ters. From this moment signals Ur, Uc are generated
total automatically.
5. Conclusion
There are described three solutions how to generate
DTMF signal in this article. The first presented solu-
tion consists in sinus function contained in memory as
table of 32 values. External D/A converter was real-
ized by resistance ladder R-2R [4]. Following circuit
is low-pass filter [3]. The second and third solutions
are based on fact, that generating only rectangle sig-
nal is enough for filter producing only first harmonic as
output signal. The second solution is based on classic
timers having compare facilities. And the third so-
lution exploits PWM hardware of PIC18F46K22 for
generating rectangle signals, this solution needs prac-
tically no machine time of microprocessor. Time con-
sumption of these three methods in machine cycles:
1st. . . 43, 2nd. . . 14, 3rd. . . 0. So in presented article is
shown, that normal (not DSP) microcontroller can be
applied for DTMF generating without degrading its
compute performance (the third variant). The three
described solutions can serve to developers in their
work on similar technical tasks. I consider appropriate
programs in C-language (for generating DTMF signal
by mentioned three methods) to be my original con-
tribution to related technical branches. It is offering
a consequent task-to recognize two basic frequencies
in DTMF signal, but it is matter of signal processing,
programming of DSP etc.
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